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DEALERS GRADE PAKEDGE ON THE COMPANY’S QUALITY AS A PARTNER
It starts with the right products --

It continues with the proper support –

– because this is where an independent dealer’s/integrator’s
enthusiasm and love of the business begins. A good vendor
partner, therefore, will strive to provide the right assortment of
well performing, reliable, innovative products. For retailers, in
particular, a well-known brand name will also be a plus.

A good vendor partner will support dealers who sell his products
by shipping when promised, offering technical support and
resolving service, return, and repair issues promptly. A good
vendor partner will also provide dealer training at the factory,
regionally, or at the dealer’s place of business, and/or via
webinar or other on-demand courses. Good representatives whether factory or independent - are an important part of a
manufacturer’s dealer support and, finally, the quality of the
relationship dealers have with all of a vendor’s personnel - from
the CEO and VP Sales to the people in the accounting and
ordering departments - how accessible, helpful and
knowledgeable they are, how easy and pleasant it is to do
business with the vendor - are another aspect of dealer support.

It includes the opportunity for the dealer to make a profit

Pakedge CEO and founder Victor Pak and VP Marketing &
Sales Nick Phillips (L) receive the inside track Certificate of
Excellence for first place in Price Protection at CEDIA 2013

For a dealer’s business to be successful, he must be able to sell
and install products profitably. Profit margins are important,
dealer friendly programs help, as does a reasonably selective
distribution. For retailers, products that sell through well, and
for installers/integrators products that go in problem-free (i.e. do
not require repeated fixing or swapping out), affect profitability.
Finally in an innovative industry, where new generations of
products are introduced at a rapid pace, price protection also
protects dealer profitability.
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Since 1985 dealers have graded their vendors in the inside track
Supplier Loyalty Test survey by awarding “school grades,”
ranging from 0 (F) to 4.5 (A+) on 5 product-related, 6 dealer
support-related, and 5 dealer profitability related parameters. A
company’s performance on those parameters will show that
company’s strengths and weaknesses as well as provide an

indication of the company’s quality as a partner to independent
retailers and custom integrators.
Pakedge was listed on the inside track survey for the first time
this year. The company’s performance is shown in the
accompanying tables.

To summarize, newcomer to the survey, Pakedge, finished in 4th place
Overall in the group, capturing a first place for Price Protection plus
second places for Product Performance, Tech Support, Resolution
of Service Issues and third places for Product Reliability,
Distribution Policies and Ease of Doing Business. They were awarded
two A+ grades (for Product Performance and Product Reliability),
1 A (Tech Support), as well as 6 A-, 4 B+, 2 B and 1 C grade (the latter
for Brand Name Recognition).
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